Drivers need visible signs at all hours and in all conditions. 3M™ High Intensity Prismatic Reflective Sheeting Series 3930 is durable and bright to help your traffic signs perform well when and where they are needed most.

Our sheeting:
- Is suitable for many traffic sign applications.
- Meets most common middle grade performance standards.
- Has 3M™ MCS™ warranted performance for up to 10 years.
Visibility you can count on.

You need bright, visible signs that help drivers react quickly. Series 3930 returns more light to drivers than glass beaded retroreflective sheeting, for better visibility when you need it. Meets most common middle grade performance standards.

Great for different imaging methods.
Series 3930 is compatible with select digital printing solutions, electronic cuttable films, and screen print imaging methods.

Built strong to take daily wear and tear.
A tough topcoat helps signs resist scuffs, scratches and gouges, so your sign is effective for longer, even in extreme climates. That means fewer replacements and associated costs.

Safety features you can see.
• Complies with FHWA minimum level of retroreflectivity
• Meets ASTM D4956 Type III and Type IV specifications and ASTM D4956-07 Type X specification
• Available in standard traffic colors

*See Product Bulletin 3930 for additional details.

To learn more about 3M™ High Intensity Prismatic Reflective Sheeting Series 3930, contact your distributor, 3M representative, or visit www.3M.com/roadsafety.